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MOTIVATION

Permeation

Ammonia NH3 in the atmosphere has harmful effects on ecosystems and
human health by affecting the acidity of natural waters and soils, thus causing
excess nitrogen input [1] and by facilitating secondary particle formation [2].
NH3 has thus been included in the air quality monitoring networks and
emission reduction directives of European nations.
Yet, NH3 data quality, uncertainty estimations and traceability are
insufficient [3].

Continuous, temperature
and pressure dependent
permeation of pure substance
through polymer membrane
into Purified matrix gas

The role of metrology
To enable analyses of trends and effects of reduction measures, reliable and
accurate atmospheric measurements are required.

Measurement results have to be traceable via certified NH3 reference
materials (CRM) to be reliable. Well-defined uncertainty contributions [4]
and their uniform assessment ensure the comparability of measurement
results, e.g. of different air quality measuring stations.

Dilution

Permeation rate 𝑷𝒓 =

𝜟𝒎
𝜟𝒕

The traceable NH3 gas mixture from MSB or Permeation
oven is diluted in 1 or 2 traceable steps to atmospheric
amount fractions (0.5 - 500 nmol/mol)
First dilution step: Reduces NH3 amount fractions
generated in permeation oven to (> 50 nmol/mol)
Split flow: Subdivision
Second dilution step: Reduces NH3 amount fractions
generated in permeation oven to (> 0.5 nmol/mol)

of permeation tube is SI-traceably

determined in temperature and pressure controlled chamber of
Magnetic Suspension Balance (MSB) (resolution = 10 −6 g)

Equal components in MSB and ReGaS1, except for
permeation chamber/balance in MSB and permeation
oven in ReGaS1: two methods are comparable.

Alternatively, permeation tube with calibrated Pr is placed in
the permeation oven of ReGaS1 flushed by continuous stream
of matrix gas.

METAS ReGaS Reactive Gas Standard
Mobile, traceable reference gas generator for NH3

ReGaS1 NH3 reference gas mixtures: First results
Very short response times
(1dilution step: < 30 min, 2 dilution steps: < 90 min)
Excellent stability
Low variability (<0.2 nmol/mol)
Good repeatability

The EMRP JRP ENV55 MetNH3 (Metrology for Ammonia in Ambient Air)
aims at providing CRM in relevant Ammonia (NH 3) amount fractions (0.5500 nmol/mol) with expanded (k=2) uncertainty UNH3<3% to the air monitoring
community by developing novel approaches for their production [6].

METHOD
Major difficulty: Adsorption of NH3 on material surfaces causes losses in NH3
amount fractions of gas mixtures in cylinders

Solution: Dynamic generation of NH3 CRM

As of autumn 2016, ReGaS1 can be
hired for on-site or laboratory
calibrations of NH3 analysers or gas
mixtures
Do get in touch!

The Federal Institute of Metrology METAS has developed a mobile and
metrologically traceable reference gas generator for reactive gases
(ReGaS1).
This device is based on the specific, temperature dependent permeation of
the reference substance (NH3) through a membrane into a flow of carrier gas
(N2 or air) and subsequent dynamic dilution to desired amount fractions in 1 to

Conclusions

𝑉1

2 steps according to 𝑥𝑃 = 𝑥𝐵
+ 𝑥𝐷𝐺 (where xP (nmol/mol) is the resulting NH3
𝑉1 +𝑉2

concentration, xB the primary NH3 concentration, V̇1 the base gas flow, V̇2 the dilution gas flow,
xDG the background concentration of ammonia in the dilution gas).

ReGaS1 NH3 reference gas mixtures:
preliminary uncertainty budget [4]

Rel. expanded measurement Rel. contribution to total
uncertainty (f=2)
measurement uncertainty
Permeation rate
𝑃𝑟 = < 1.7 %
𝑃𝑟 = 20% − 80 %
Dilution steps (qvtot)
𝑞𝑣𝑡𝑜𝑡 = < 30 %
1 (qv1)

𝑞𝑣1 = 0.2 %

Split (qv3)

𝑞𝑣3 = 0.3 %

2 (qv4)

𝑞𝑣4 = 0.2 %

remarks
Long-term

Additional significant contributions
𝑛𝑚𝑜𝑙
Purity of matrix gas
increasing with decreasing NH3 amount fractions (0.05 ± 0.05
),
𝑚𝑜𝑙

Temperature regulation
in perm. oven

significantly increases total measurement uncertainty by up to 100 %
Instability increasing with increasing temperatures, corresponding to an
increase in the uncertainty of 2 % for a difference in 𝑇 = 0.1 𝐾.
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• Quality, uncertainty estimations and traceability of NH 3 data from atmospheric
measurement networks are insufficient
• METAS in the framework of EMRP JRP ENV55 MetNH3 (Metrology for Ammonia in Ambient
Air) aims at providing CRM in relevant Ammonia (NH 3) amount fractions (0.5-500 nmol/mol)
with expanded (k=2) uncertainty UNH3<3% to the air monitoring community
• New development: METAS ReGaS1 mobile reference gas generator as secondary reference
traceable and comparable with the primary reference (MSB).
• Second dilution step and traceability of all components are novelties compared to
commercially available gas generators.
• Generation of NH3 CRM requires high purity matrix gas:
• Ambient air humidity rates (>1% RH) cause dissolution of NH3 in H2O multilayers
• Matrix gas with xNH3 >0.05 nmol/mol cause UNH3 >3% in NH3 CRM at amount fractions
<1.5 nmol/mol
• Reduction of adsorption losses and stabilisation time by surface coating with SilcoNert
2000
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